This material was used in The Life Promises Bible which was developed by Kenneth Boa. It is helpful to review God's many promises with a heart of trust and gratitude. “Do not let this Book of the Law depart from your mouth; meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it. Then you will be prosperous and successful” (1:8). Be strong and courageous. Read “Treasury of Biblical Moments Devotional Thoughts Based on Selected Scripture Passages from Each Book in the Bible” by John A. Ledden available from Rakuten Kobo. This Treasury of Biblical Moments is a collection of selected Scripture verses from all sixty-six books of the Bible. A biblical commentary is a written systematic series of explanations and interpretations of Scripture. They are written by some of the most knowledgeable theologians in church history. Through a personal narrative, they provide more in-depth understanding and insight into the Bible and can be valuable tools to assist both casual reading and serious study. The Bridgeway Bible Commentary deals with each biblical book in such a way that readers readily see the meaning of the Bible in its own context and its relevance in today's world. It is neither a word-by-word technical reference work nor a mere collection of overviews. It provides a free-flowing commentary on the entire text of each biblical book, along with background material, maps, diagrams, drawings, tables and feature articles.